
Transformation services for chemicals companies

Moving to SAP S/4HANA for
optimal operations and growth
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Technology advances are shaping customer 
needs and purchasing strategies. In response, 
smart chemicals companies are moving away 
from mere cost-cutting and retrenchment. 
Instead, they’re pursuing a digital platform that 
will support nimble organizations and carry them 
into the future.

Chemicals-industry leaders know they face 
rapidly changing market dynamics, including:

n Product commoditization
n Supply uncertainty
n Price fluctuations/margin pressure
n Significant mergers and acquisitions
n Expanding global competition
n Ever-increasing customer expectations
n Increasing regulatory controls. 

You need a portfolio that protects against 
market volatility. You need stable operations in 
both the short- and long-terms. And you need 
them now.

Achieving those goals calls for a new level of 
operational excellence. That must be enabled 
by a reliable, world-class technology platform 
that harmonizes core processes, drives greater 
efficiency, and positions you to achieve 
competitive advantage in a digital world.

The first step in that journey is to migrate 
legacy systems to the in-memory computing 
and digital-enabling power of SAP S/4HANA. 
Enterprises that transition to SAP S/4HANA 
today gain a solid foundation for emerging 
technologies and capabilities, including the 
Internet of Things (IoT), real-time analytics, 
optimized mobility, machine learning, and 
robotic process automation. They also benefit 
from a proven technology platform that equips 
them to optimize operations and achieve 
business growth. 
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A digital core that drives 
operational excellence
SAP S/4HANA is built on the groundbreaking SAP HANA 
business-data platform. Deployable on-premises or in the 
cloud, SAP HANA enables chemicals companies to manage and 
analyze vast data volumes in real time. SAP S/4HANA leverages 
the power of SAP HANA to optimize core processes, including 
finance, human resources, supply-chain management, and asset 
management.

For chemicals-industry leaders, the SAP S/4HANA digital core 
delivers game-changing capabilities that support disciplined 
operations and predictable growth.

Supply-chain excellence

Optimizing the supply chain, from demand management 
to procurement processes, has become mission-critical for 
chemicals companies. That’s why a growing number are turning 
to SAP S/4HANA for fundamental, business-changing process 
improvement.

An SAP S/4HANA foundation promotes integrated business 
planning, linking visibility, analytics, and processes end-to-end, 
from market demand to production. In addition, the platform’s 
in-memory computing capabilities power real-time material 
requirements planning (MRP).

Just as importantly, SAP technology transforms mobility 
and usability. Leveraging the revolutionary SAP Fiori user 
experience, you can reimagine processes with mobile apps and 
augmented reality. That’s increasingly important as companies 
field a new generation of chemical engineers who aren’t 
familiar with legacy systems and expect a mobile-enabled 
user experience. Crucial benefits include simplified processes, 
improved safety, and optimized productivity.

Advanced asset management

Organizations in the chemicals industry invest tremendous 
resources in equipment and other physical assets. IoT and 
sensor technologies, combined with advanced analytics, deliver 
revolutionary new ways to track assets, perform predictive 
maintenance, and optimize uptime, all while significantly 
reducing costs.

Collaboration across the business ecosystem

Chemicals companies will increasingly collaborate around data 
sharing, supply chain, asset management, and co-development 
of proprietary, business-enabling applications. SAP S/4HANA 
drives operational excellence and business optimization by 
empowering collaboration throughout your ecosystem of 
suppliers, service providers, and other business partners.

SAP S/4HANA gives you a solid foundation for core processes, 
plus support for new, differentiating technologies that 
optimize your extended enterprise. You gain deeper visibility 
throughout the supply chain, improved and integrated 
processes for maximized efficiencies, and a clearer 
understanding of market demand for better decision-making.

Capgemini has assembled an unmatched portfolio of chemicals 
industry professionals, targeted solutions, delivery capabilities, 
and SAP expertise to enable you to begin and navigate your 
digital journey. Working as your trusted partner, we empower 
you to master the industry’s most complex opportunities while 
maximizing your return on investment.



Assessment Deployment options

Functional scope

Custom code Pre checks

Pre-configured scenarios

Solution options

SAP
S/4HANA

go-live

Which SAP innovations 
will benefit me most?

What should I do with
my custom code?

What do I need to review
before implementation?

How can I increase implementation
speed and decrease implementation risk?

Why and how should
I adopt SAP S/4HANA?

Should I run in the cloud 
or on-premise?

Which SAP solutions
should I invest in?

Highway to SAP S/4HANAA proven, modular approach

SAP S/4HANA can empower chemicals 
companies to compete and win in a volatile 
marketplace. But achieving operational 
excellence calls for thoughtful strategy and 
careful execution.

Discover how Capgemini’s SAP S/4HANA 
transformation services can help you 
imagine and realize a better future by 
digitizing your operations and achieving 
predictable, profitable growth. Capgemini 
is a world leader in enterprise resource 
planning and business information 
management. We’re also a longstanding 
SAP partner and established leader in SAP 
software implementations. Our 17,500 SAP 
consultants deliver the expertise you need 
to make your SAP S/4HANA migration a 
success.

Capgemini offers a proven approach for implementing S/4HANA 
and achieving digital advantages

Leonardo
-based
digital

solutions

10+ chemicals-specific
use cases

20+ chemicals-specific
business scenarios

Capgemiini industry IP
and digital innovation
value add

Chemicals industry overlay by SAP

Model Company For 
Multinational Corporation

15+ chemicals-specific
business scenarios

135X- industry
business SCE

ChemPath

SAP
best

practices

Single country

Country coverage
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Digital
foundation 
by SAP

MC4 chemicals
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17,500
SAP consultants

>3,500
SAP HANA specialists

>1,900
SAP S/4HANA specialists

2nd highest
Number of SAP certifications

Capgemini delivers a complete range of modular SAP S/4HANA 
services, including:  

Strategy and road map – Assess your current state, 
establish clear goals, and anticipate the business impact.

Transformation services – Benefit from our proven 
methodology that takes you from identifying opportunities to 
achieving digital business.

SAP S/4HANA hosting – Manage your IT costs and rapidly 
adapt to changing business needs through state-of-the-art 
hosting services.

Optimization services – Maximize the performance and 
effectiveness of applications running on SAP HANA.

Leveraging transactional data for real-time analytics – 
Better understand and predict the future of your business.

 
 

  
 

Modular SAP S/4HANA services

Leveraging
transactional data

for real-time
analytics

Optimization
services

Transformation
services

Strategy and
road map

SAP S/4HANA
hosting

At the core of the offering is SAP’s Model Company for 
Multinational Corporation. MC for MNC is a rich solution 
base covering 135-plus cross-industry end-to-end, integrated 
preconfigured business scenarios that are relevant for the 
chemicals industry and help form the foundation of the 
enterprise. Layering on top is the Model Company solution stack 
for chemicals with 15-plus chemicals-specific specialty business 
scenarios that provide the leading-edge functionalities specific 
to chemicals. Complementing this dual-stack SAP solution base, 
Capgemini’s ChemPath industry offering brings 20-plus real-
life use-case IPs from S/4HANA implementations at multiple 
chemicals companies. On top sits the Leonardo-based digital 
innovation user stories, developed by Capgemini, that enhance 
the value proposition and complete the bi-modal architecture 
and innovation model for high-performance chemicals 
companies in the digital age. 

Capgemini: world leader in 
SAP services
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Moving to SAP S/4HANA for optimal operations and growth

Capgemini client success stories

Capgemini clients are realizing real-world success in their 
transformations to SAP S/4HANA and disciplined operations. 
Discover how they are using SAP solutions to leverage new 
digital capabilities and achieve more predictable business 
growth.

Global supplier of polymer coatings 

Headquartered in Europe, this market leader manages plants 
in eight countries, making protective coatings for automotive, 
aerospace, and industrial applications. Its 16,500 employees 
serve customers in 40 nations, generating €2.7 billion in annual 
revenue. 

Client challenges
Rapid growth through acquisitions led to a fragmented IT 
landscape built on nine separate systems. The company 
needed to transform its ERP and harmonize on SAP S/4HANA 
to optimize fi nance, procurement, planning and production, 
quality assurance, logistics, and sales.

The Capgemini solution
Capgemini applied its iSAP methodology for a lean, 
industrialized implementation of SAP S/4HANA. Using this 
agile approach, core model design and business blueprinting 
led to a best-practices implementation followed by rapid 

testing, training, and go-live. Our methodology optimizes key 
processes, such as fi nance-to-manage, order-to-cash, demand-
to-supply, and purchase-to-pay. Results include greater solution 
reliability and scalability, standardized processes across 
geographies, optimized mobility and usability, and embedded 
KPIs, reporting, and insights.

World leader in pigment solutions 

Based in the United States, this global leader delivers value-
added pigments and related services used in a wide range of 
applications, from inks to plastics, and food to cosmetics.

Client challenges
An industry icon with a long history, the company ran on 
multiple legacy systems across North America and Europe. 
A business integration and transformation eff ort drove the 
need for a single application system and globally harmonized 
processes. Capgemini led the assessment, road-mapping, and 
global implementation of a core SAP solution.

The Capgemini solution
Capgemini employed our ChemPath methodology for a 
preconfi gured, industry-optimized solution based on the 
latest SAP S/4HANA technology. A global template optimizes 
processes for general ledger, asset accounting, sales and 
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distribution, materials management, production planning, 
plant maintenance, and more. Advantages include consistent 
processes and reporting, improved compliance and data 
governance, lower IT infrastructure and support costs, and 
greater visibility across manufacturing and the supply chain. 
The company also benefi ts from a modern foundation for 
cloud, mobile, and digital transformation.

Science-driven ingredients company 

This food-ingredients and bio-based chemicals company 
serves the food, plastics, pharmaceutical, and other industries. 
Its 1,800 employees deliver innovations from locations 
throughout the Americans, Europe, and Asia. 

Client challenges
The company embarked on an SAP S/4HANA project to 
standardize on a single platform across regions. It needed a 
trusted partner for both implementation and ongoing hosting 
and support.

The Capgemini solution
Capgemini coordinated an onshore and off shore team for 
optimum capabilities and cost. The support team was involved 
in implementation for a smooth and cost-eff ective transition. 
Initial hosting covered the implementation project, with 
transition to subsequent deployments. Ongoing services 
include infrastructure management as well as application 
development and maintenance. The company benefi ts from 
a state-of-the-art SAP platform for core processes, plus a 
trusted partner for ongoing infrastructure and application 
optimization.
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About 
Capgemini

A global leader in consulting, technology services and digital 
transformation, Capgemini is at the forefront of innovation to 
address the entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the evolving 
world of cloud, digital and platforms. Building on its strong 50-year 
heritage and deep industry-specifi c expertise, Capgemini enables 
organizations to realize their business ambitions through an array 
of services from strategy to operations. Capgemini is driven by 
the conviction that the business value of technology comes from 
and through people. It is a multicultural company of 200,000 team 
members in more than 40 countries. The Group reported 2018 
global revenues of EUR 13.2 billion (about $15.6 billion USD at 
2018 average rate).

Visit us at 

www.capgemini.com

For more details contact:

Jeff Larsen 
NA Chemicals Leader 
jeff .larsen@capgemini.com
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